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it? You have to favor to in this expose
Guapa Saleem Haddad
Saleem Haddad's Guapa (Europa Editions) has been awarded the Polari First Book Prize 2017 for his "intimate and complex" portrait of gay
life in the Arab world ...

A debut novel that tells the story of Rasa, a young gay man coming of age in the Middle East Set over the course of twenty-four hours,
Guapa follows Rasa, a gay man living in an unnamed Arab country, as he tries to carve out a life for himself in the midst of political and
social upheaval. Rasa spends his days translating for Western journalists and pining for the nights when he can sneak his lover, Taymour,
into his room. One night Rasa's grandmother ̶ the woman who raised him ̶ catches them in bed together. The following day Rasa is
consumed by the search for his best friend Maj, a fiery activist and drag queen star of the underground bar, Guapa, who has been arrested
by the police. Ashamed to go home and face his grandmother, and reeling from the potential loss of the three most important people in his
life, Rasa roams the city s slums and prisons, the lavish weddings of the country s elite, and the bars where outcasts and intellectuals
drink to a long-lost revolution. Each new encounter leads him closer to confronting his own identity, as he revisits his childhood and probes
the secrets that haunt his family. As Rasa confronts the simultaneous collapse of political hope and his closest personal relationships, he is
forced to discover the roots of his alienation and try to re-emerge into a society that may never accept him.
A novel of the Arab Spring A Middle-Eastern capital caught in the revolutionary wave of the Arab Spring. A day in the life of a young man
disillusioned with both East and West and struggling to find a place for himself in a society ruled by hypocrisy and contradictions. Rasa
works as an interpreter for Western journalists by day and divides his nights between the Guapa, an underground nightclub where the
city s clandestine LGBT community congregates, and his secret lover Taymour. Every night Taymour sneaks into the house Rasa shares
with his overbearing grandmother, the woman who raised him. When she finds them in bed together on the eve of Taymour s wedding
day, all hell breaks loose. That same day Rasa learns his best friend, the famous drag queen Majid, has been arrested by the police. Unable
to go home, afraid for Majid s fate, and heartbroken by Taymour s determination to keep living a double life, Rasa s fragile balance
collapses, while all around him the brief, intense season of public protest is cut short by the regime s repression and the rapid rise of the
hard-line Islamist movement. Wry and aching, irresistibly funny at times, Guapa heralds the arrival of a strong new voice from the Arabic
world.
Nella drammatica vicenda umana del giovane Rasa l'omosessualità, repressa dai regimi dittatoriali e dai fondamentalisti islamici, diventa
una chiave di lettura obbligata del mondo, un punto di vista privilegiato per smascherarne le ipocrisie e le contraddizioni. Il Guapa, il luogo
di ritrovo dei deviati e degli esclusi, diventa il cuore stesso della città di Rasa, il simbolo della strada e della sua ribellione. Romanzo che
illumina le dinamiche esistenziali e culturali della Primavera araba. Edizione in lingua inglese.
A debut novel that tells the story of Rasa, a young gay man coming of age in the Middle East Set over the course of twenty-four hours,
Guapa follows Rasa, a gay man living in an unnamed Arab country, as he tries to carve out a life for himself in the midst of political and
social upheaval. Rasa spends his days translating for Western journalists and pining for the nights when he can sneak his lover, Taymour,
into his room. One night Rasa's grandmother ̶ the woman who raised him ̶ catches them in bed together. The following day Rasa is
consumed by the search for his best friend Maj, a fiery activist and drag queen star of the underground bar, Guapa, who has been arrested
by the police. Ashamed to go home and face his grandmother, and reeling from the potential loss of the three most important people in his
life, Rasa roams the city s slums and prisons, the lavish weddings of the country s elite, and the bars where outcasts and intellectuals
drink to a long-lost revolution. Each new encounter leads him closer to confronting his own identity, as he revisits his childhood and probes
the secrets that haunt his family. As Rasa confronts the simultaneous collapse of political hope and his closest personal relationships, he is
forced to discover the roots of his alienation and try to re-emerge into a society that may never accept him.
Lambda Literary Award winner, Best Gay Fiction A revelatory novel about being queer and Muslim, set in war-torn Iraq in 2003. Ramy is a
young gay Iraqi struggling to find a balance between his sexuality, religion, and culture. Ammar is a sheikh whose guidance Ramy seeks,
and whose tolerance is tested by his belief in the teachings of the Qur'an. Full of quiet moments of beauty and raw depictions of violence,
God in Pink poignantly captures the anguish and the fortitude of Islamic life in Iraq. Hasan Namir was born in Iraq in 1987. God in Pink is
his first novel.
Palestine + 100 poses a question to twelve Palestinian writers: what might your country look like in the year 2048 ‒ a century after the
tragedies and trauma of what has come to be called the Nakba? How might this event ‒ which, in 1948, saw the expulsion of over 700,000
Palestinian Arabs from their homes ‒ reach across a century of occupation, oppression, and political isolation, to shape the country and its
people? Will a lasting peace finally have been reached, or will future technology only amplify the suffering and mistreatment of
Palestinians? Covering a range of approaches ‒ from SF noir, to nightmarish dystopia, to high-tech farce ‒ these stories use the blank
canvas of the future to reimagine the Palestinian experience today. Along the way, we encounter drone swarms, digital uprisings, timebending VR, peace treaties that span parallel universes, and even a Palestinian superhero, in probably the first anthology of science fiction
from Palestine ever. Translated from the Arabic by Raph Cormack, Mohamed Ghalaieny, Andrew Leber, Thoraya El-Rayyes, Yasmine Seale
and Jonathan Wright. WINNER of a PEN Translates Award 2018 'It's necessary, of course. But above all it's bold, brilliant and inspiring: a
sign of boundless imagination and fierce creation even in circumstances of oppression, denial, silencing and constriction. The voices of
these writers demand to be heard - and their stories are defiantly entertaining.' - Bidisha
The Arab Spring did not arise out of nowhere. It was the physical manifestation of more than a decade of new media diffusion, use, and
experimentation that empowered ordinary people during their everyday lives. In this book, Billie Jeanne Brownlee offers a refreshing
insight into the way new media can facilitate a culture of resistance and dissent in authoritarian states. Investigating the root causes of the
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Syrian uprising of 2011, New Media and Revolution shows how acts of online resistance prepared the ground for better-organised street
mobilisation. The book interprets the uprising not as the start of Syria's social mobilisation but as a shift from online to offline contestation,
and from localised and hidden practices of digital dissent to tangible mass street protests. Brownlee goes beyond the common dichotomy
that frames new media as either a deus ex machina or a means of expression to demonstrate that, in Syria, media was a nontraditional
institution that enabled resistance to digitally manifest and gestate below, within, and parallel to formal institutions of power. To refute the
idea that the population of Syria was largely apathetic and apolitical prior to the uprising, Brownlee explains that social media and
technology created camouflaged geographies and spaces where individuals could protest without being detected. Challenging the myth of
authoritarian stability, New Media and Revolution uncovers the dynamics of grassroots resistance blossoming under the radar of ordinary
politics.
Waguih Ghali was raised in Cairo but spent much of his adult life studying and working in Europe. In Beer in the Snooker Club, Ghali
chronicles the lives of Cairo's upper crust who, after the fall of King Farouk, are thoroughly unprepared to change its neo-feudal ways. Beer
in the Snooker Club was the only book written by Ghali before his suicide in 1968. "Ghali's novel reproduces a cultural state of shock with
great accuracy and great humor."‒James Marcus of The Nation
"In fourteen short stories by Morocco's foremost writer of life on the margins, this arabophone cult classic traces the impact of power,
abuse, and illness on the body"-A brazen, brawny, sexy standout of a historical thrill ride, The Best Bad Things is full of unforgettable characters and insatiable appetites.
I was riveted. Painstakingly researched and pulsing with adrenaline, Carrasco s debut will leave you thirsty for more. ̶Lyndsay Faye,
author of The Gods of Gotham A vivid, sexy barn burner of a historical crime novel, The Best Bad Things introduces readers to the fiery
Alma Rosales̶detective, smuggler, spy It is 1887, and Alma Rosales is on the hunt for stolen opium. Trained in espionage by the Pinkerton
Detective Agency̶but dismissed for bad behavior and a penchant for going undercover as a man̶Alma now works for Delphine
Beaumond, the seductive mastermind of a West Coast smuggling ring. When product goes missing at their Washington Territory outpost,
Alma is tasked with tracking the thief and recovering the drugs. In disguise as the scrappy dockworker Jack Camp, this should be
easy̶once she muscles her way into the local organization, wins the trust of the magnetic local boss and his boys, discovers the turncoat,
and keeps them all from uncovering her secrets. All this, while sending coded dispatches to the circling Pinkerton agents to keep them from
closing in. Alma s enjoying her dangerous game of shifting identities and double crosses as she fights for a promotion and an invitation
back into Delphine s bed. But it s getting harder and harder to keep her cover stories straight and to know whom to trust. One wrong
move and she could be unmasked: as a woman, as a traitor, or as a spy. A propulsive, sensual tour de force, The Best Bad Things introduces
Katrina Carrasco, a bold new voice in crime fiction.
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